Why low temperature embedding for X-ray microanalytical investigations? A comparison of recently used preparation methods.
Freeze-drying followed by infiltration with resin and polymerization by UV light at low temperatures and under constant vacuum conditions is an alternative tissue preparation technique for microprobe analysis. Embedding is carried out with the nonpolar low-temperature embedding resin (Lowicryl HM20) which allows infiltration and polymerization at temperatures down to -50 degrees C. Sections of low temperature embedded material can be cut dry at -60 degrees C or at room temperature. Sectioning at low temperatures is an alternative for preparations that are difficult to cut at room temperature. The morphological preservation is adequate for the identification of structures such as mitochondria, lysosomes and different types of endoplasmic reticulum in liver cells. Some physical properties of Lowicryl resins, such as mass loss under the electron beam and high contrast, are positive characteristics for the analysis of semi-thick sections. No significant differences in the elemental composition could be detected between tissue which was freeze-dried or freeze-substituted prior to embedding. Freeze-drying is less time consuming. By avoiding contact with organic solvents the risks of ion loss and redistribution are diminished. In contrast to freeze-dried thin cryosections, low temperature embedded material can be sectioned for light microscopy and areas of interest chosen for further thin sectioning. This is of great importance in work with tissues with complicated morphology and heterogeneous cell populations. The initial preparative step--the cryofixation--determines to a high degree the morphological preservation of freeze-dried and embedded tissue.